Targeting the database search dialogue, we propose to utilise information in the user utterances that do not directly mention the database (DB) field of the backend database system but are useful for constructing database queries. We call this kind of information implicit conditions. Interpreting the implicit conditions enables the dialogue system more natural and efficient in communicating with humans. We formalised the interpretation of the implicit conditions as classifying user utterances into the related DB field while identifying the evidence for that classification at the same time. Introducing this new task is one of the contributions of this paper. We implemented two models for this task: an SVM-based model and an RCNN-based model. Through the evaluation using a corpus of simulated dialogues between a real estate agent and a customer, we found that the SVM-based model showed better performance than the RCNN-based model.
Introduction
The information that a dialogue system needs to extract from user utterances highly depends on its backend application. When being used as a natural language interface of a database system, the dialogue system should be able to extract pieces of information corresponding to the record fields of the database (DB) for constructing a query. There have been several attempts to extract this type of information from user utterances in database search dialogues. For instance, several studies (Raymond and Riccardi, 2007; Mesnil et al., 2015; Liu and Lane, 2016b) tried to extract values for the database field defined in the ATIS (The Air Travel Information System) corpus (Hemphill et al., 1990; Dahl et al., 1994) from the user utterances. The ATIS corpus includes a set of dialogues between users and an air travel system that were collected through the Wizard-of-Oz method. The tags that correspond to the backend database fields, e.g. departure city, arrival date, are annotated to the expressions in the user utterances. However, the utterances in real dialogues include information that does not always directly correspond to database fields but provides useful information for constructing database queries. It will be natural and more efficient if the dialogue system can utilise this type of information for retrieving the database. For instance, in real estate search dialogues, which is our target domain, the number of family members provides useful information for deciding the size of a house, but it is rarely a field of the real estate database as the number of family members is an attribute of the customer rather than that of houses. We call this type of information implicit conditions (Fukunaga et al., 2018) .
To realise a dialogue system that can utilise the implicit conditions for the database search, we need to tackle the following two tasks.
(1) extracting pairs of a DB field and its value from user utterances that include the implicit conditions (2) identifying the span in the utterance that represents the evidence for the DB field and value pair extraction
The task (1) provides useful information for efficiently constructing database queries from utterances that include the implicit conditions. The identified utterance span by the task (2) is helpful in constructing clarification utterances by the system. As the task (1) requires a kind of inference to derive the DB field and value pair, the system interpretation is not necessarily correct. It will be safer and more natural to confirm the system interpretation with providing the evidence of that interpretation through clarification utterances. For instance, in the following dialogue fragment, the system inferred the DB field "number of rooms" and its value "one" from the user utterance. To ensure that this interpretation is correct, the system can add the evidence of the interpretation in the clarification utterance. This system utterance with the evidence is more natural than that without the evidence, i.e. "One bedroom place is large enough, isn't it?".
. . .
U: I will live alone.
S: As you live alone, one bedroom place is large enough, isn't it? . . .
In such case, identifying that the span "live alone" is the evidence for extracting the DB field "number of rooms" and its value is worthwhile for constructing the clarification utterance.
We tackle the task (1) in two steps: extracting the DB field and extracting its value. In this paper, we first formalise the DB field extraction as a classification problem of user utterances into the DB fields. As we can derive multiple DB fields from a single utterance, the DB field extraction can be formalised as a multi-label classification. Furthermore, we solve the DB field classification together with the task (2), the evidence identification by adopting the method proposed by Lei et al. (2016) . We put the DB field value extraction for the future work, as it requires the information of the database structure and its contents.
Related Work
The traditional pipeline for task-oriented dialogue systems consists of four modules: Natural Language Understanding (NLU), Dialogue State Tracking, Policy Learning and Natural Language Generation (Chen et al., 2017) . The NLU task can be further divided into two tasks: intent detection and slotfilling. The intent detection classifies user utterances into the categories of user intention, e.g. request, question, inform and so on. The slot-filling extracts the semantic contents of user utterances in the form of slot-value pairs, e.g. the slot-value pairs From-Location="New York" and To-Location="Chicago" are extracted from "I'm going to go to Chicago from New York.". Regarding this general framework, our task corresponds to the slot-filling task. The slot-filling task can be formalised as a sequential labelling problem where each word in the target utterance is assigned an IOB tag of semantic slots (Ramshaw and Marcus, 1995) . Recently, many studies adopt Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) (Mesnil et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2013; Mesnil et al., 2015; Vu et al., 2016; Jaech et al., 2016; Liu and Lane, 2016b; Liu and Lane, 2016a; Bapna et al., 2017) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) (Yao et al., 2014; Hakkani-t et al., 2016) for the sequential labelling to achieve better performance. These methods, however, cannot identify semantic slots from the implicit condition which we are targeting, because they capture only explicitly mentioned semantic slots through the sequential labelling.
There are very few studies which address the task of predicting the users implicit condition in the task-oriented dialogue system. Celikyilmaz et al. (2012) proposed the method which predicts the user's preferred movie genre in the movie search domain. They estimate the movie genre that the user prefers from the user utterances that do not necessarily mention the movie genre. For instance, they estimate the comedy genre from the utterance "I wanna watch a movie that will make me laugh". Although the motivation of their work is almost the same as ours, their method estimates only a single attribute, i.e. the movie genre, and does not present the evidence for that estimate. Our method provides the evidence of the estimate at the same time and we deal with multiple attributes simultaneously.
In recent years, the end-to-end task-oriented dialogue systems which directly generate system utterances from user utterances are proposed. Eric et al. (2017) proposed an end-to-end dialogue system which accepts queries for the underlying knowledge base and returns the entities related to the users utterance. Their system works without an explicit NLU module. As is often the case for end-to-end systems, their system does not concern the reason why the system returns a certain result to a given query, i.e it does not provide any explanation for the response. Given a user utterance including implicit conditions, our system makes a kind of inference to construct a query to the DB. As there is no guarantee that the system always can make a correct inference, we need to prepare the explanation for the system inference or clarification to the user. Such functions are necessary for natural and efficient dialogues. They are, however, difficult to implement in the current end-to-end framework.
Data and Task Setting
We use a Japanese dialogue corpus developed by (Takahashi and Yokono, 2017) in this work. The corpus includes dialogues between pairs of crowd workers who play a real estate agent and their customer each. The dialogues were collected through a keyboard chat system. The goal of the dialogues is finding a dwelling that fulfils the customer needs. The agent does not search in a real database but completes the dialogue when having acquired the necessary information for search. In each dialogue, a customer was assigned one of ten predefined profiles and was instructed to interact with the agent regarding their assigned profile. The customer profile was not open to the agent. An example profile looks like "You are moving to a new place from your current studio apartment to live with your long-standing boyfriend. On this occasion, you want to improve your cooking skills, and thus you prefer a place equipped with an easy-to-use kitchen with a multi-burner range." The corpus includes 968 dialogues and 29,058 utterances consisting of 14,571 agent utterances and 14,487 customer utterances. The average number of utterances in a dialogue is 29.5.
We assigned the DB field tag shown in Table 1 to each utterance in our past research (Fukunaga et al., 2018) . The DB field tag set was designed based on the search conditions that are available for one of the established search sites for real estate in Japan 1 . In addition to these 38 tags, we defined the Other tag that does not fit into any of the DB fields, expecting that utterances with the Other tag contain the implicit conditions. When the annotators assigned the Other tag to an utterance, they were instructed to describe its content in the free format.
The task of the present work is to categorise customer utterances with the Other tag into the 38 DB field tags and to identify the span representing the evidence of that classification at the same time. The target customer utterances are coupled with their preceding consecutive agent utterances 2 . The customer utterance with the Other tag sometimes contains only confirmation, e.g. "Yes, please" for the agent question "You live with your wife?". To collect necessary information for classification in such cases, we add the preceding agent utterances to the target customer utterance. We call this a target utterance chunk. There are 2,642 target utterance chunks in total.
Methods
We propose two models for our current task: a Support Vector Machine (SVM)-based model and a Recurrent Convolutional Neural Network (RCNN)-based model.
SVM-based model
We use SVM with a linear kernel for the first model. We build an SVM binary classifier for each DB field tag that judges whether the input target utterance chunk includes the information for that DB field or not. Thus we have 38 classifiers in total. Given an utterance chunk, the final output of the system is the list of the DB field tags of which classifier returns a positive judgement. As features for SVM, we use a bag-of-words in the utterance chunk. We ran the Japanese morphological analyser MeCab 3 on all utterance chunks and extracted nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs appearing more than once in the corpus. We replaced the occurrences of numbers and proper nouns with their abstraction symbol NUM and PROP. The dimension of the feature vector is 1,730.
To identify the evidence span in the utterance chunk, we collect the words of which learnt weight exceeds a certain threshold.
RCNN-based model
We extend the method proposed by Lei et al. (2016) to solve our task. Given a product review text as input, their method estimates the user rating for each aspect of the product by using regression and specify the text span for the evidence of that regression result. Their system consists of two components: a neural network for regression (Encoder) and the other neural network for identifying the evidence (Generator). These two components are trained simultaneously. The encoder is trained through supervised training being given correct ratings while the generator is trained through unsupervised training. They designed a loss function for the generator so that it prefers a shorter and consecutive span for the evidence. Assuming that the generator correctly identifies the evidence span, the encoder uses only words in the evidence span to estimate the rating. They aim at improving the generator performance indirectly through improving the encoder performance that is trained by supervised training.
To adopt Lei et al. (2016) 's method for our current task, we redesign the loss function for the encoder. We use the cross-entropy instead of the square error for the encoder loss function, as our task is the binary classification while Lei et al. (2016) 's is the regression. Letỹ i = enc i (z i , x) ∈ {0, 1} is the result of classification for the i-th DB field tag where x is the input word sequence with length m and z i = (z i1 , z i2 , . . . , z im ) is the binary vector denoting if the words are selected as the evidence. Note that enc i (·) uses only words in x of which corresponding values in z i is one, and z i is the output of the generator. Our loss function
where y i is the correct classification. The generator loss function is the same as the original as shown in equation (2).
We set z 0 to zero. The first factor promotes the evidence span to be shorter and the second promotes the span to be consecutive. We have two hyper-parameters λ 1 and λ 2 to adjust the balance between these two factors. The total cost function for the i-th DB field is
5 Experiments
Data
We divided 986 dialogues of the corpus into ten sets with carefully keeping the distribution of the customer profiles uniform in each set. We use the nine sets for training and the rest one set for testing. We further extracted the utterance chunks as described in 3. We removed the chunks that include the target utterances at the dialogue management level, e.g. greeting, prompting and concluding utterances. The training set has 2,379 utterance chunks and the test set has 263 utterance chunks. The user utterance in each target utterance chunk has been annotated with the Other tag and its content description in our past work as explained in 3. In the present work, we annotated each utterance chunk with the correct answer of the classification task by mapping its content description onto some of the DB field tags. One utterance chunk can be assigned with more than one tag. For instance, a content description, "the number of people to live", which is assigned to an utterance, "I will live alone.", is mapped onto floor plan and floor area. The evidence span for each assigned DB field tag is also annotated in the chunk. These annotation tasks are done by one of authors.
Evaluation Measures
We use precision, recall and F-measure for the evaluation of the DB field classification. To evaluate the evidence span identification, we calculate F-measure on words, and BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and ROUGE (Lin and Hovy, 2003) . In the evaluation of the evidence span identification, we evaluated only cases where the DB field was correctly classified. Let binary vectorsz = (z 1 ,z 2 , · · · ,z m ) and z = (z 1 , z 2 , · · · , z m ) be the estimated and true evidence spans respectively, where the vector element one represents that the corresponding word is selected for constituting the evidence. Givenz and z, the F-measure on words can be calculated by equation (5).
For calculating BLEU and ROUGE, we define the sets of n-grams in the estimated and true evidence span asG n and G n respectively in equation (6) and (7).
Using these n-gram sets, we can calculate BLEU and ROUGE as the geometric means of P n and Q n as shown in equation (8) and (9). We use uni-grams and bi-grams for calculating BLEU and ROUGE, i.e. n ≤ 2. In equation (8) and (9), we add a smoothing constant. We do not introduce the brevity penalty into BLEU as we also use ROUGE in this evaluation.
Evaluation Settings
Due to the limitation of the data size, we evaluate the three DB fields: surrounding facilities, floor plan and floor area, which are the three most dominant tags. The numbers of utterance chunks in the training set that are assigned these tags are 1,033 for surrounding facilities, 974 for floor plan and 964 for floor area.
The RCNN-based model has two hyper-parameters λ 1 and λ 2 that control the balance between the span length and the constraints on the word sequence. To decide the values for these hyper-parameters, we randomly chose 200 utterance chunks from the training set of surrounding facilities to make a development set, and trained the model with the rest of the training set and evaluated it with the development set. As a result, we found that λ 1 = 0.021 and λ 2 = 0.003 made the best performance on the development set. We use these hyper-parameter values for the other two DB fields. We also used the parameter values of the neural networks learnt in the development set as the initial parameter values. We used the existing word embeddings made from the Japanese Wikipedia articles 4 . The dimension size is 200.
The SVM-based model also has a hyper-parameter, i.e. the threshold weight for the evidence span identification. The words that have a higher weight than the threshold constitute the evidence. We used the same development set as the RCNN-based model to estimate this threshold. The word weight is normalised by equation (10). The estimated threshold was 0.58. Table 2 and Table 3 shows the results of the DB field classification and the evidence span identification. Table 3 also includes the result of the SVM-based model that adopts a single word with the highest weight for the evidence (SVM 1 ). In both tasks, the SVM-based model outperformed the RCNN-based model. Table 2 indicates that the SVM-based model is superior to the RCNN-based model in all evaluation measures. The RCNN-based model is trained to classify the utterance into a DB field by utilising only the fragments in the utterance identified as the classification evidence. That means the performance of the DB field classification depends on that of the evidence span identification. As shown in Table 3, DB field surrounding facilities  floor plan  floor area   overlap  TP  FN  TP  FN  TP  FN   Yes  73  17  86  10  75  11  No  14  9  3  5  14  3   Table 4 : Categorisation of cases based on word overlap between the correct and predicted evidence spans the word-wise F-measure of the evidence span identification is less than 0.5. This suggests that the RCNN-based model has to solve the DB field classification by using insufficient information, i.e. wrong evidence span.
Experimental Results and Discussion

DB field classification
To investigate the relation between the classification performance and the evidence spans, we counted the number of true-positive (TP) and false-negative (FN) cases in the result of the DB field classification by the RCNN-model. Table 4 shows the breakdown of the cases according to whether the predicted and correct evidence spans share at least one word. The row "Yes" shows the numbers of cases where at least one word is shared by both predicted and correct evidence spans and "No" shows that for no word overlap. For instance, in surrounding facilities, 73 out of 90 (81%) "Yes" cases are correct (TP) while 14 out of 23 (60%) "No" cases are correct. This tendency is the same as in the other two DB fields. Table 4 suggests that the performance of the evidence span identification has a significant impact on that of the DB field classification in the RCNN-model.
However , Table 4 also shows that there are cases where the RCNN-model can correctly classify the DB fields even though it fails to identify the correct evidence spans. We investigated such 14 cases for the surrounding facilities field (the cell intersecting "No" and "TP") to find words that are useful for the field classification but not included in the evidence spans. For instance, the word "near" appears in the positive examples twice as frequent as in the negative examples in our training data. This word can be a clue for the field classification although not being included in the evidence span. To improve the performance of the DB field classification, we need to extend the current model to incorporate such useful information on top of the information from the evidence spans.
We further investigated the individual error cases of the surrounding facilities classification. We found errors due to the annotation inconsistency in 10 out of 25 FP cases in the RCNN-based model result and 11 out of 24 FP cases in the SVM-based model result. For instance, an utterance chunk in FP cases, "Do you have any preferences for location? -I prefer a suburb.", is annotated as a negative example, while the utterance chunk which has almost the same content, "What kind of property are you looking for? -I plan to move to a suburb in future.", is annotated as a positive example. When we assign the DB field to the utterance with the Other tag we regarded only the description for the Other tag, without referring to the original utterances. In the above example, the content description of the former utterance chunk is "rough area", while that of the latter is "living environment". Although the content of the utterances is the same, the difference of their description caused such inconsistent field assignment. Our future work includes implementing more solid annotation guideline that enables stable and consistent assignment of the correct DB field.
Evidence span identification Table 3 shows that the SVM-based model is superior to the RCNN-based model in all DB fields and measures except for ROUGE. Table 5 shows the average number of words and spans in the predicted and correct evidence of the evidence span identification.
As shown in Table 5 , the number of words in the correct evidence spans is more than two on average. Therefore the SVM-based model selecting only one word as the evidence (SVM 1 in Table 3 ) cannot select enough words for the evidence. Setting an appropriate threshold on the learnt weight of each word (feature) improves both ROUGE and BLUE values. This implies that the learnt word weight can be a clue to choose words to constitute the evidence.
We formalised the evidence span identification as a binary classification of whether each word in the Table 6 : Confusion matrix of the evidence span identification utterance chunks belongs to the evidence or not. Table 6 shows the confusion matrix of the number of words constituting the evidence for the surrounding facilities field. This matrix indicates that there are more false-negative cases than false-positive cases in both models. A dominant word type in the false-negative cases is Japanese particles, e.g. ga, ni, which indicate case marking. In other words, both models tend to skip these particles and to select the content words such as nouns and verbs. Although the particles are not important features of the classification since they appear in any class, it is desirable for dialogue systems to include them into the evidence so that they are used in the later stage of response generation, e.g. generating clarification utterances. Through the investigation of the individual extracted evidence spans for the surrounding facilities field by the RCNN-based model, we found that the model tends to extract the word just after the question mark "?" for all test cases. The question mark is the last word of the question by the real estate agent in most cases. The word "safety" which is the strong clue for surrounding facilities appears just after the question mark at a rate of 41.3%. The model seems to have learnt this collocation. However, there are only 40.4% of test cases where the word just after a question mark belongs to the evidence span. This over-tuning degrades the performance of the evidence span identification.
The RCNN-based model is inferior to the SVM-based model in both tasks. Probably we need to have more data to train the neural network-based model; we used 2,379 utterance chunks for training classifiers while Lei et al. (2016) used about 80,000 to 90,000 reviews in the experiment.
Conclusion
Targeting the database search dialogue, we proposed to utilise information in the user utterances that do not directly correspond to the DB field of the backend database system. We call this kind of information implicit conditions. We formalised the interpretation of the implicit conditions as classifying user utterances into the related DB field while identifying the evidence for that classification at the same time. We implemented two models: an SVM-based model and an RCNN-based model. Through evaluation experiments on a corpus of simulated dialogues between a real estate agent and a customer, we found that the SVM-based model showed better performance than the RCNN-based model. This implies that the size of the corpus is too small to train the latter model. Furthermore, the error analysis on the DB field classification revealed that some errors occurred due to the annotation inconsistency. Our future work includes implementing more solid annotation guideline that enables stable and consistent assignment of the correct DB field.
While this paper focused on only finding DB field and its evidence from the utterance, we need to further extract the value for the field in order to generate database queries from the utterances.
